A hot spot refers to numerous crime incidents clustered in a limited space-time range. The near-repeat phenomenon suggests that every victimization might form a contagion-like pattern nearby in terms of both space and time. In this article, the near-repeat phenomenon is used to analyze the risk levels around hot spots. Utilizing a recent burglary dataset in N (a large city located in southeastern China), we examine the near-repeat phenomenon, the results of which we then use to test the contributions of hot spots. More importantly, we propose a temporal expanded near-repeat matrix to quantify the undulation of risk both before and after hot spots. The experimental results demonstrate that hot spots always form. Space-time areas of high risk are always variable in space and time. Regions in the vicinity of hot spots simultaneously share this higher risk. In general, crime risks around hot spots present as a wave diffusion process. The conclusions herein provide a detailed analysis of criminal patterns, which not only advances previous results but also provides valuable research results for crime prediction and prevention.
Introduction
The spatial distribution of crime varies temporally. To interpret this changing process, researchers have attempted to analyze crime patterns and have observed the existence of interactions called the repeat and near-repeat phenomena among burglaries [1] . These phenomena indicate that, shortly following a burglary, locations within the immediate proximity are more susceptible to experiencing the same event. The rhythm, characterizing crime, provides critical information about criminal activity. More recently, space-time patterns have also been observed among different crime types such as residential burglaries [2] , street robberies [3] , and gun violence [4] . However, few studies have considered the space-time pattern around hot spots. Utilizing a set of burglary data from N, a city located in southeast China, this paper attempts to investigate whether a near-repeat phenomenon exists in N city. The relationship between near-repeat victimization and hot spots will also be investigated. Furthermore, to analyze the displacement process of hot spots, we expand the near-repeat matrix to investigate the relationship between hot spots and near-repeat phenomena.
Since the 20th century, coordinates of crimes have been marked on a map by researchers [5] . Numerous studies have shown that crime incidents are spatially concentrated [6] . Hot spots are proposed and defined as locations with a larger concentration of crime than is average [7] . There are several theories that have been proposed to explain why those areas are more likely to attract criminals, such as routine activities, rational choice, and crime pattern theory [8, 9] . Cohen and Felson's [8] routine activity theory provides an explanation of crime problems in that a motivated offender, an attractive target, and the absence of a controller are three indispensable factors in the occurrence of crime. A crime will not occur if any of the three elements is absent. Using this theory, many crimes may become concentrated within certain areas because of people's highly repetitive daily routines. Clarke's [9] rational choice theory adopts a utilitarian belief that man reasons based on weighing both means and ends and both costs and benefits, subsequently making a rational choice. Every crime incident is a purposeful behavior following consideration of various types of information to satisfy the offender's needs. The crime pattern theory assumes crime locations to be a registered residence by an offender [10, 11] . An attractive node has a greater probability of being given attention by offenders. As a result, crimes occur unevenly in time and space. Generally, all criminal theories argue that a vulnerable environment may be characterized by the possibility for crime to occur. A vulnerable target (or place) may attract more offenders and lead to a concentration of criminal activity.
Repeat and Near-Repeat Victimization
Some researchers have worked to integrate the interaction components of space and time.
Researchers have found that offenders are more likely to repeat another crime at the same location rather than move to a new location [12] . This phenomenon is called repeat victimization. Other researchers have found phenomena of increasing risk among areas near the location, which is called near-repeat victimization [13] . Numerous studies have investigated the existence of repeat and near-repeat victimization for various crime types [2] [3] [4] . Two accounts have been presented to interpret the mechanism of repeat and near-repeat victimization; the boost and flag accounts. Boost theory suggests that the heightened risk of future victimization is boosted by past victimization [12, [14] [15] [16] . In this theory, it is assumed that previous offenders communicate information about objects (or locations) to future offenders. Future offenders gain information about a target and return to the area of a previous offence for future victimizations. Flag theory argues that certain target properties may be flagged by opportunistic offenders. Thus, future victimizations will become concentrated because of the attractiveness of targets independent of the offender. Both the boost and flag accounts have been tested and used in many studies [17] [18] [19] .
Quantitative research concerning repeat and near-repeat victimization has also been conducted by many researchers. Some investigations have used the Knox method to quantify the risk level after every crime event [20] . Townsley and colleagues investigated burglary data for Queensland, Australia, and concluded that an area within 200 m over a time span of two months exhibits a higher risk level for criminal activity [21] . Research in Merseyside, UK, found a higher risk area of 400 m and a time span of 2 months [1] . The repeat and near-repeat patterns were found to have different areas in many studies [22, 23] . This problem may be caused by the differences between research areas. More recently, mathematicians have used statistical methods to quantify the influence of crime events [24] . The conclusion of quantitative research has been that both repeat and near-repeat patterns are critically important for crime prediction [25, 26] .
Hot Spot and Near-Repeat Victimization
Recent studies on hot spots have started to focus on spatial and spatial-temporal dimensions [27] [28] [29] [30] . To interpret the mechanism underlying the formation of hot spots, the relationship between hot spots ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2017, 6, 148 3 of 14 and near-repeat victimization has also attracted the attention of scholars. Haberman and Ratcliffe investigated how near-repeat victimizations contribute to the development and subsequent temporal stability of crime hot spots [31] . In this study, some temporally stable hot spots contain a great number of near-repeat events. Other researchers have tested the involvement of the same offender in near-repeat burglaries [32] . The experimental results show that same-offender involvement is very high for near-repeat victimizations. Thus, events in hot spots may also be committed by the same offender. These conclusions are chiefly focused on how the 'gathering' characteristic leads to a 'gathering' phenomenon regarding victimizations [33] . However, the infinite aggregation of crime cannot continue, and it is difficult to simply use 'near-repeat' victimization to explain the dynamic activities involved with crime hot spots.
An alternative hypothesis about the dynamic characteristics of crime is the spatial and temporal displacement characteristic of crime hot spots. The displacement phenomenon can be described as follows: when the crime level in one cluster increases, the crime level in another cluster region decreases and vice-versa [33] . Brunsdon intuitively presented the variable mechanisms of crime hot spots in a space-time cube after using a kernel density estimation [29] . The spatial and temporal displacements of hot spots could be clearly shown through visualization techniques. To verify the displacement of crime, geographers have also displayed hot spots on road networks. The experimental results concluded that crime hot spots are displaced temporally [23] . Alternatively, data mining methods are also used to analyze the temporal patterns of crime displacement [34] . Piquero interpreted the displacement of hot spots as resulting from the rational choices of crime offenders interacting with local policing activities [35] . Robinson's explanation for hot spot displacement is considered to be more classical in that offenders vary their activities to avoid local police and that informal crime-prevention activities, which are often intensified after a sharp increase in criminal activity, initiate in a local area [36] . This relationship between crime displacement and location patrol mode has been tested by Groff and Johnson. After an analysis of walking and vehicle patrols, Groff discovered that each patrol mode has a decreasing effect on the crime level [37] . These studies analyzed crime patterns from a different perspective and thus expanded the research on criminology.
In summary, current studies focus on the 'gathering' of crime incidents and the 'displacement' of hot spots, leading to many conclusions regarding crime patterns. However, it is also important to analyze what occurred around hot spots from a quantitative point of view. Understanding when and where crime incidents occur and cluster or displace can alternatively advance theoretical explanations of crime patterns. Different crime patterns tend to generate different prevention strategies. A study of relevant mechanisms is important for criminal investigations and can help optimize police patrols more efficiently toward decreasing crime levels. Based on a theoretical and analytical framework derived from previous research, our analysis consists of three parts. First, we utilize recorded burglary data to assess if near-repeat phenomena exist in the research area. Second, we select burglaries within hot spots to investigate the level of hot spot involvement in detected burglary pairs based on their spatial and temporal closeness. Based on the experimental results, we examine the potential relationships among hot spots and near-repeat phenomena. Third, we expand the time axis of the Knox matrix to analyze the displacement of hot spots. More specifically, we examine the characteristics of hot spot precursors and the nature of events that occur following the formation of a hot spot. We then conclude by summarizing our findings and by discussing the practical implications and limitations of this study.
Materials

Study Area
The study area (31 • 14´E-32 • 37´E, 118 • 22´N-119 • 14´N) is located in the economically developed Yangtze River Delta region, covering a total area of 263.43 km 2 ( Figure 1 ). Being the capital of Jiangsu province, N city is a core transportation hub, from which one is capable of reaching every city within the Yangtze River Delta region within 1 h. N consists of four boroughs; Gulou, Xuanwu, Qinhuai, and Jianye. The downtown area has retained a large number of ancient buildings. The suburbs are an economic development zone and possess a large number of new buildings. The region has a continental climate, with a mean annual temperature of 15.6 • C and an annual precipitation of 534-1825.8 mm. Geographical advantages have allowed N city's economy to achieve rapid development; thus, N is representative of China. Being a large city on the Yangtze River economic zone of China, N city offers an important contrast to evidence derived from earlier studies conducted in other cities of China and elsewhere in the world [38, 39] . has a continental climate, with a mean annual temperature of 15.6 °C and an annual precipitation of 534-1825.8 mm. Geographical advantages have allowed N city's economy to achieve rapid development; thus, N is representative of China. Being a large city on the Yangtze River economic zone of China, N city offers an important contrast to evidence derived from earlier studies conducted in other cities of China and elsewhere in the world [38, 39] . 
Data Sources
The research data used herein are burglary data acquired from an official crime dataset recorded through grassroots police efforts and are registered on the map. The full dataset includes a total of 4226 burglaries recorded from 1st January 2013 to 30th December 2013. Each record of the data includes the data and the location (XY coordinates) of the burglary. All of the dataset will be utilized to calculate the near-repeat matrix and analyze the displacement of the hot spots.
It should be noted that the local police department uses special geocoding for the locations of crime events. Only a few crime events have the same coordinate, leading to a small number of repeat victimizations. Current research on repeat and near-repeat victimizations classifies the repeat pairs as near-repeat pairs separated by a short spatial distance [40, 41] . This method will also be used in this research.
Methods
Near-Repeat Matrix
The near-repeat matrix is calculated using the Knox method [1] , which was originally developed to identify space-time clustering in epidemiology. The Knox method was also widely employed by criminology researchers after criminal activity was found to have the same spatial-temporal patterns as in epidemiology. The first step of the Knox method is to measure the spatial and temporal distances between each event and every other event within the dataset. Next, a spatial and temporal bandwidth will be specified to construct a matrix. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis represent the temporal and spatial distances, respectively. The resolution of every unit in the matrix depends on the temporal and spatial bandwidths. Thus, a one-point pair with an appropriate spatial and temporal distance will be filled into the compatible element. The value of a cell represents the number of point pairs filled into the cell. A Monte Carlo simulation is then used to create an expected distribution of cell values to determine if the cell values are greater than would be expected with sufficient probability. Each iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation returns a randomly distributed cluster of points in the same number as in the dataset. Then, another matrix is calculated using the Knox method. The near- 
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Near-Repeat Matrix
The near-repeat matrix is calculated using the Knox method [1] , which was originally developed to identify space-time clustering in epidemiology. The Knox method was also widely employed by criminology researchers after criminal activity was found to have the same spatial-temporal patterns as in epidemiology. The first step of the Knox method is to measure the spatial and temporal distances between each event and every other event within the dataset. Next, a spatial and temporal bandwidth will be specified to construct a matrix. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis represent the temporal and spatial distances, respectively. The resolution of every unit in the matrix depends on the temporal and spatial bandwidths. Thus, a one-point pair with an appropriate spatial and temporal distance will be filled into the compatible element. The value of a cell represents the number of point pairs filled ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2017, 6, 148 5 of 14 into the cell. A Monte Carlo simulation is then used to create an expected distribution of cell values to determine if the cell values are greater than would be expected with sufficient probability. Each iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation returns a randomly distributed cluster of points in the same number as in the dataset. Then, another matrix is calculated using the Knox method. The near-repeat matrix is then calculated, unit by unit, using the matrix of the dataset divided by the expectation matrix generated by the Monte Carlo simulation. The confidence level of every unit will be determined by the number of observed units exceeding the expected unit values for all simulations. In the near-repeat matrix, values greater than 1 indicate a greater risk of criminal activity than expected, and values lower than 1 indicate a lower risk of criminal activity than expected.
Essentially, the near-repeat matrix is a risk model starting from every point in the dataset. The near-repeat matrix will indicate if there will be higher or lower risks of occurrence in the vicinity of another offence. According to existing research, a near-repeat matrix will present larger values in the top left of the matrix, resulting from the near-repeat phenomenon, which indicates a higher risk in the space-time proximity of a given crime event. This leads to the following question: what will occur after a crime hot spot forms?
A hot spot is represented by a space-time cell containing more crimes than expected. Most researchers focus on the risk after a single crime incident; few researchers investigate the risk around a crime hot spot. In this research, we will situate hot spots in the top left of the near-repeat matrix to indicate the risk level after one hot spot with other cells in the matrix. More significantly, to investigate the risk level prior to a hot spot, we expand the temporal axis to record the history before the occurrence of a given hot spot ( Figure 2 ). repeat matrix is then calculated, unit by unit, using the matrix of the dataset divided by the expectation matrix generated by the Monte Carlo simulation. The confidence level of every unit will be determined by the number of observed units exceeding the expected unit values for all simulations. In the near-repeat matrix, values greater than 1 indicate a greater risk of criminal activity than expected, and values lower than 1 indicate a lower risk of criminal activity than expected. Essentially, the near-repeat matrix is a risk model starting from every point in the dataset. The near-repeat matrix will indicate if there will be higher or lower risks of occurrence in the vicinity of another offence. According to existing research, a near-repeat matrix will present larger values in the top left of the matrix, resulting from the near-repeat phenomenon, which indicates a higher risk in the space-time proximity of a given crime event. This leads to the following question: what will occur after a crime hot spot forms?
A hot spot is represented by a space-time cell containing more crimes than expected. Most researchers focus on the risk after a single crime incident; few researchers investigate the risk around a crime hot spot. In this research, we will situate hot spots in the top left of the near-repeat matrix to indicate the risk level after one hot spot with other cells in the matrix. More significantly, to investigate the risk level prior to a hot spot, we expand the temporal axis to record the history before the occurrence of a given hot spot ( Figure 2 ). There have been several methods used to detect crime hot spots, including local autocorrelation methods [42] , kernel density estimation [43] , and Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Crime (STAC) [44, 45] . STAC is widely used as a crime analysis tool in CrimeStat, inside which the search window is swept over the research area to determine if a sub-area can be classified into a hot spot based on the number of crime events within the sub-area. There are many types of shapes that can be defined as a search window [46, 47] . In this research, a quadrate search window with cells of equal size in the near-repeat matrix is used to establish the matrix.
Temporal Expanded Near-Repeat Matrix
A temporal expanded near-repeat matrix (TENRM) is a matrix that records crime incident counts prior to and following each crime hot spot. The process for the calculation of a TENRM can be divided into two stages. The first stage is to uncover all the crime incidents within the hot spots. The second stage consists of risk testing based on the TENRM, similar to that of a near-repeat matrix.
The first stage will be divided into two steps. The first phase is to specify a space-time bandwidth , which will be used in the detection of hot spots and the resolution setting of the TENRM. In this research, the basic spatial and temporal bandwidths are 100 m and seven days, respectively. In the second step, the crime incidents within hot spots are detected through a statistical procedure [48] . Shiode defines crime hotspots as 'a finite area with a significant level of elevated crime incident counts that are detected through a statistical procedure'. In this study, we use the same definition There have been several methods used to detect crime hot spots, including local autocorrelation methods [42] , kernel density estimation [43] , and Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Crime (STAC) [44, 45] . STAC is widely used as a crime analysis tool in CrimeStat, inside which the search window is swept over the research area to determine if a sub-area can be classified into a hot spot based on the number of crime events within the sub-area. There are many types of shapes that can be defined as a search window [46, 47] . In this research, a quadrate search window with cells of equal size in the near-repeat matrix is used to establish the matrix.
The first stage will be divided into two steps. The first phase is to specify a space-time bandwidth B st , which will be used in the detection of hot spots and the resolution setting of the TENRM. In this research, the basic spatial and temporal bandwidths are 100 m and seven days, respectively. In the second step, the crime incidents within hot spots are detected through a statistical procedure [48] . Shiode defines crime hotspots as 'a finite area with a significant level of elevated crime incident counts that are detected through a statistical procedure'. In this study, we use the same definition assumed by Shiode [48] . The space-time search windows will be generated using every data point as the center of the space and the starter at that time. A null model will be used to detect hotspots based on the assumption that crime incidents follow a Poisson distribution. Therefore, the probability of finding x number of crime incidents within the space-time bandwidth B st can be calculated as:
where λ is the expected number of crime incidents within A. Under the null hypothesis that x is an independent Poisson random variable with the expected value of λ, the cumulative probability of having at least x 1 number of crime incidents observed in B st is:
If the cumulative probability calculated for the observed incidents within B st is less than the significance level α, then the null hypothesis is rejected and these incidents are considered to form a hot spot. Two spatially or temporally adjacent hot spots can merge into one hotspot.
The second stage is composed of the remaining three steps. The third step in the overall algorithm is to construct a temporal expanded matrix that is twice the temporal size of the near-repeat matrix. In the temporal expanded matrix, the vertical axis and horizontal axes represent the spatial and temporal distances, respectively. The fourth step is to establish the number of space-time distances between hot spots and other points in the relevant elements of the TENRM. The earliest point to the other points will be used to represent the distance between the hot spot and other points. Thus, all hot spots will be located at the top center of the TENRM. The last step is a risk test based on a Monte Carlo simulation. Each count in the TENRM will be compared against all expected values, which are generated through 999 permutations, to the risk level of each corresponding space-time band [4] . For instance, when the observed number of incident pairs in a specific space-time band is greater than 996 for the simulated values, the significance level is 1-996/(9991) = 0.004. The risk level within a specific space-time band is the ratio of the observed number of incidents and the average number from the simulations. A larger ratio means a higher risk level in the space-time band.
Case Studies
Near-Repeat Characteristics of Research Area
The near-repeat matrix illustrates the risk level following a crime incident. In the top-left cell of Table 1 , the value of 2.85 indicates that, once a crime incident occurs, another crime incident may transpire within 100 m during the next seven days, as the risk level increases by up to 175% over the normal level. Within the range of 100 m, all the cells within a 42 day period exhibit a higher risk level. This means that the risk level after a crime incident will be heightened for approximately six weeks. From the table, we can see that the top-left cell value is the largest and that the other cell values gradually decrease. Within 14 days and 300 m, the Knox ratios are significantly higher than 1.5. In summary, the experimental results demonstrate an obvious near-repeat phenomenon for burglaries in N. According to the latest research, burglaries in Beijing and Wuhan also exhibit a near-repeat phenomenon [32, 38] . Compared with Wuhan and Beijing, N has a special near-repeat pattern characterized by a 14 day and 300 m range. This may be caused by the different research scale. In this research, we employ burglaries that have occurred throughout the city, instead of simply using a single district.
Previous studies have not distinguished between repeat and near-repeat victimizations, whereas we choose to do so here. This is because few crime incidents are reported with accurate coordinates. Most crime locations are recorded in the form of a house number, after which they are marked on an electronic map. It is therefore difficult to distinguish whether two crime incidents occurred at the same location, and there are only a few crime incidents that have the same coordinates. Thus, we combine repeat and near-repeat victimizations.
Contribution of Hot Spots in Repeat and Near-Repeat Victimizations
In the Knox method, the risk level after every crime incident will increase sharply. Additionally, every crime incident is considered to have the same weight for 'raising' the risk level. Previous studies have shown that different categories of crime incidents provide different contributions to repeat and near-repeat victimizations [32] . Thus, further analysis is required to examine whether one crime incident located within a hot spot will result in a different increased risk level. Consequently, in this section, the contributions of hot spots for repeat and near-repeat victimizations will be analyzed. Two experiments are developed on different space-time scales to investigate the relationships among hotspots and repeat and near-repeat victimizations; 100 m and seven days and 200 m and 14 days. First, the hot spots are extracted from the crime incidents. Then, a crime incident is divided into two categories; whether it belongs to one hot spot or another hot spot. Subsequently, the space-time distances from hot spots to other crime incidents will be calculated. After combining the counts with the same distances into a space-time band, the near-repeat matrix starting from the hot spot will be generated. Here, we call this initial matrix hot spot the starting near-repeat matrix to distinguish it from a normal near-repeat matrix. Finally, the contributions of hot spots to repeat and near-repeat victimizations are expressed by the ratio of the initial hot spot starting near-repeat matrix to a normal near-repeat matrix.
The contributions of hot spots to repeat and near-repeat victimizations are also expressed by a matrix called the 'contribution matrix' in this paper, which shows the proportion of the risk level increase following hot spots. The proportion of hot spot crime incidents to all crime incidents can be used as a benchmark for matrix analysis. A higher ratio than that obtained by the benchmark indicates a higher level of increase by the hot spots. In other words, hot spots have a strong influence on repeat and near-repeat victimizations. A ratio that is close to the benchmark indicates that the hot spot has minimal impact on the crime risk level. Therefore, there is no difference between hot spot crime incidents and other, normal crime incidents. A smaller ratio than the benchmark indicates a lower level of increase due to the hot spots. Therefore, hot spots reduce the crime risk level. In summary, the contribution matrix can reflect whether there are any differences between hot spot crime incidents and other crime incidents in their influence on crime risk levels.
The calculation is conducted separately on two spatio-temporal scales: 100 m-7 days (Table 2 ) and 200 m-14 days (Table 3) . On the 100 m-7 day scale, 1254 crime incidents are recognized as hot spot incidents. On the 200 m-14 day scale, 2693 crime incidents are recognized as hot spot incidents. Therefore, the benchmarks are 29.7% and 63.7%, respectively. The hot spot contribution changes gradually with the space-time distance in the two contribution matrices. In general, the contribution level decreases gradually with increasing spatio-temporal distance. As illustrated in Table 2 , the ratio within the 100 m-7 day band shows that 62.2% of crime incidents occurred after the formation of hot spots. This ratio is far higher than the benchmark value of 29.7%. The contribution of hot spots is also higher than benchmark in other space-time bands (the upper-left part, within the 28 day and 300 m band). The contributions of hot spots in near-repeat phenomena are very large in the near-space-time area, whereas this is lower than the benchmark in other bands (29.7%). In general, the hot spot contributions in repeat and near-repeat victimizations represent a very high proportion within the 100 m-7 day space-time band. They remain relatively high in the range of 300 m and 28 days. The experimental results and overall trend in Table 3 are very similar to those in Table 2 . However, there are also some differences between these two results on the two scales. The ratio that is higher than the benchmark in Table 3 occupies a larger range (the upper-left part within 700 m and 42 days), which may be caused by the change in scale. A larger scale hot spot may lead to a wider range of variability. As mentioned previously, repeat and near-repeat victimizations are not distinguished in this research. Thus, the proportions of repeats and near-repeats are not distinguished here. According to exiting research, repeats contribute strongly to the formation of crime hot spots [31, 49] . However, this proportion is not investigated here. Nevertheless, the area within 100 m shows a high proportion being contributed by hot spots in both repeat and near-repeat matrices within 100 m. This result also shows a close relationship between the hot spots and near-repeat victimization.
From Tables 2 and 3 , it is apparent that the hot spots provide numerous contributions to near-repeat phenomena. In other words, crime incidents in hot spots have a greater ability to 'raise' risk levels relative to other crime incidents. As such, it is necessary to determine if a given crime incident belongs to a hot spot in the field of crime prediction. It is also necessary for crime prediction and criminal investigations to investigate how much the risk level is increased by a hot spot. This will be analyzed in the next section.
Distribution of Crime Incidents Based on Hot Spots
This section will analyze and quantify the crime risk level after the formation of hot spots based on the TENRM method. The experiments are performed on two different scales similar to the 'hot spot contribution' analysis. Two different scale matrices are obtained (Tables 4 and 5) , and two diagrams are given to analyze the undulation of the risk level around the hot spots (Figures 3 and 4) . The results on the two different scales are very similar. In general, a shorter space-time distance results in a higher risk level. This is also similar to the result of the 'contribution matrix' analysis. Note: * p < 0.01, ** p < 0.001. Note: * p < 0.01, ** p < 0.001. 87 Note: * p < 0.01, ** p < 0.001. In the result on the 100 m and seven day scale, the risk level within 200 m and seven days is nearly twice that of the normal level. The risk level near the hot spots will also increase simultaneously. For example, a risk level at day '0' and '100-200' m is 2.16 times higher than normal, which suggests an additional week with high crime risk following the hot spots. The risk level deceases as the distance gradually increases within the range of 400 m. However, the risk increases again in the day '0' and '400-900' meter bands. Thus, when a hot spot forms, another high risk location may exist nearby (400-900 m). This phenomenon suggests that different locales may be characterized by high crime risks simultaneously. Before the occurrence of hot spots, the crime risk levels of several adjacent units did not increase significantly. For example, the risk level of the two bands within '200' m and '0-7' days did not increase significantly, although the bands around them have a relatively high risk level ('<100' and '−15-21', '100-300' and '0-21'). It appears then that hot spot locations occur abruptly coincident with many crime incidents relative to normal conditions. However, the other bands near these bands also have high risk levels. Therefore, it appears that the hot spots move in space and time. This phenomenon has been discussed by Nakaya [33] . Moreover, the risk level rises significantly from '22' to '42' following hot spots, suggesting that hot spots will move to neighboring locations (i.e. within 100-300 m) and return to former sites three to five weeks later. As observed from the image view of the TENRM (Figure 2) , the transfer and reduction process of the crime risk level is wave-like in nature. In addition, the risk level within 400-800 m increases synchronous with the hot spot, and it continues for one week after the hot spot forms. Thus, to improve the accuracy of crime prediction, it is important to understand that hot spots may occur abruptly, move to adjacent locales, occur simultaneously, and subsequently return to their original location. These characteristics are all very important for crime researchers and investigators.
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In the results for the 200 m and 14 day scale, the effects of the hot spot become weak with increasing space-time distance. This is similar to Tables 1 and 4 . The risk level seven days after the hot spot is 2.66 times higher than normal. In the period from seven days before and 14 days after a hot spot forms, the cells within a range of 500 m all have a higher risk level than normal. This may be caused by the change in the spatio-temporal scale. On a 200 m and 14 day scale, the range of the hot spots increases and more space-time bands are affected. In the bands following hot spot formation (15-35 days, 100-300 m), the risk level becomes very low, and the risk level at higher ranges (15-35 days, 300-500 m) becomes very high. This is similar to Figure 4 inasmuch as crime hot spots move in space and time. The risk level prior to a hot spot is not significant (−15-21, <100 ), but the nearby bands In the result on the 100 m and seven day scale, the risk level within 200 m and seven days is nearly twice that of the normal level. The risk level near the hot spots will also increase simultaneously. For example, a risk level at day '0' and '100-200' m is 2.16 times higher than normal, which suggests an additional week with high crime risk following the hot spots. The risk level deceases as the distance gradually increases within the range of 400 m. However, the risk increases again in the day '0' and '400-900' meter bands. Thus, when a hot spot forms, another high risk location may exist nearby (400-900 m). This phenomenon suggests that different locales may be characterized by high crime risks simultaneously. Before the occurrence of hot spots, the crime risk levels of several adjacent units did not increase significantly. For example, the risk level of the two bands within '200' m and '0-7' days did not increase significantly, although the bands around them have a relatively high risk level ('<100' and '−15-21', '100-300' and '0-21'). It appears then that hot spot locations occur abruptly coincident with many crime incidents relative to normal conditions. However, the other bands near these bands also have high risk levels. Therefore, it appears that the hot spots move in space and time. This phenomenon has been discussed by Nakaya [33] . Moreover, the risk level rises significantly from '22' to '42' following hot spots, suggesting that hot spots will move to neighboring locations (i.e. within 100-300 m) and return to former sites three to five weeks later. As observed from the image view of the TENRM (Figure 2) , the transfer and reduction process of the crime risk level is wave-like in nature. In addition, the risk level within 400-800 m increases synchronous with the hot spot, and it continues for one week after the hot spot forms. Thus, to improve the accuracy of crime prediction, it is important to understand that hot spots may occur abruptly, move to adjacent locales, occur simultaneously, and subsequently return to their original location. These characteristics are all very important for crime researchers and investigators.
In the results for the 200 m and 14 day scale, the effects of the hot spot become weak with increasing space-time distance. This is similar to Tables 1 and 4 . The risk level seven days after the hot spot is 2.66 times higher than normal. In the period from seven days before and 14 days after a hot spot forms, the cells within a range of 500 m all have a higher risk level than normal. This may be caused by the change in the spatio-temporal scale. On a 200 m and 14 day scale, the range of the hot spots increases and more space-time bands are affected. In the bands following hot spot formation (15-35 days, 100-300 m), the risk level becomes very low, and the risk level at higher ranges (15-35 days, 300-500 m) becomes very high. This is similar to Figure 4 inasmuch as crime hot spots move in space and time. The risk level prior to a hot spot is not significant (−15-21, <100 ), but the nearby bands (−15-21 day, 100-200 m) occur within certain high-risk areas. Therefore, before hot spots are formed, the nearby area (100-300 m) always presents a high risk instead of the original location (<100 m). Beyond that, areas located from 600 m to 700 m from the hot spots also show a high risk. This pattern is similar to that of the band in the aforementioned case in that the risk level also shows a wavy undulation (Figure 4) . As observed from the experimental results on the 200 m-14 day scale, the patterns before and after hot spots are roughly similar.
Discussion
The experiment conducted in this paper proves that in a large city in southeastern China, there exists near-repeat victimization in burglary scenarios. This is consistent with previous research results in other large American [28] and Chinese cities [32, 38] . Currently, most research is focused on how much near repeats are involved in hot spots and how to use the theories concerning near-repeat victimization to interpret the formation of hot spots. In other words, numerous research studies have focused on the internal mechanisms of hot spots. Minimal research has investigated the risk outside (before and after) hot spots. The research concerning near-repeat victimization treats all crime events as having the same ability to 'burst' or induce future crime incidents [38] .
In this paper, we investigated the relationship between hot spots and near-repeat victimization on two different space-time scales. The experiment on the scale of 100 m and seven days shows that hot spots provide a larger contribution to the increased risk level within 300 m and 21 days. Meanwhile, an experiment on another scale shows that hot spots also contribute substantially to near repeats within 1000 m and 42 days. These results show that hot spots contribute, in large measure, to near-repeat victimization on different space-time scales (Figures 2 and 3) . Therefore, hot-spot-related victimizations are different from other types inasmuch as they 'burst' future criminal victimizations. This conclusion not only sufficiently certifies the relationship between hot spots and near-repeat victimization but also poses the question of how to quantify the risk level before and after hot spots.
The temporal expanded near repeat matrix (TENRM) was proposed to analyze the risk level before and after hot spots. The experiments were processed on two space-time scales. Although the results on two space-time scales show some differences, they generally remain similar. First, the crime risk level decreases with increasing space and time distance after the formation of a hot spot. This pattern is similar to near repeats.
Second, crime risk moves in space and time. The risk level remains low before hot spots form, and the risk lasts for a certain amount of time afterward. However, the adjacent areas before and after hot spots are characterized by a high crime risk. This phenomenon can be interpreted by offender foraging explanations [19] . The active offenders in a hot spot may acquire more knowledge of nearby areas. The experienced offenders might become sensitive to new opportunities, which leads to a high risk level within the nearby areas. Specifically, before and after crime hot spots form, the crime risk level moves in space and time. Current research mostly considers repeat and near-repeat victimizations as the main components of hot spots. Many theories have also been proposed to interpret the formation of hot spots. In this paper, we analyze the risk displacement outside hot spots rather than the internal formation of hot spots. Existing research on crime displacement interprets the phenomenon to be a result of interactions with local policing activities. It is also interpreted that offenders always change to another attractive target considering the enhanced crime-prevention activities after the outbreak of hot spots [35, 36] . In general, crime risk levels are characterized by a wave-like reduction process. This conclusion is useful in crime prediction and police patrols.
Third, simultaneous with the formation of hot spots, some high risk areas may exist nearby. This phenomenon may be caused by the periodic nature of burglaries. For example, studies show that the occurrence of crimes follows a certain pattern on a daily basis [50] . Other studies also demonstrate crime patterns both monthly and seasonally [51] . The difference here is that the result in this paper is processed on another scale.
Conclusions
We have described a new approach for crime risk investigation after proposing a method called the temporal expanded near-repeat matrix. Existing research on crime risk investigation is mainly based on repeat and near-repeat victimizations, which consider the risk level after every crime event.
Compared to traditional analysis, this new method using a hot spot as the initial cell is particularly useful after considering the information over a past period as well as in quantifying the diffusion and displacement of crime risk.
Our model is designed to use a hot spot detection method and the Knox method for crime risk measurements. We choose a grid-based hot spot detection method to place hot spots into the matrix in the Knox method. To investigate the risk prior to the occurrence of a hot spot, the temporal axis is expanded in the matrix. The bandwidth is unified to be 100 m and seven days. Based on this matrix, the risk level pattern before and after hot spot occurrence is analyzed.
The conclusions herein are based on data from the large Chinese city of N. First, the current study investigates the existence of the near-repeat phenomenon from the literature using burglary data from N, China. The risk level shortly after every crime event will rise sharply but then decrease slowly. This is consistent with previous studies. Second, through a post-experiment analysis, it is proven that crime hot spots provide additional contributions to the near-repeat phenomena. Finally, a temporal expanded near repeat matrix (TENRM) was proposed to combine hot spots and the near-repeat phenomena. The experimental results show that crime hot spots always occur abruptly and disappear slowly. Furthermore, crime risk always moves in space and time. Thus, when a high risk forms near a given location, it can generate a hot spot. After the hot spot forms, the risk level may move to another area nearby. The distance depends on the hot spot scale. Another, more interesting fact is that hot spots may return after several days. An interpretation about crime displacement is also discussed. The conclusions in this study can be used to facilitate a detailed analysis of crime patterns, which not only advances previous research but also provides valuable results for crime prediction and prevention.
Certainly, there are limitations worth noticing in this study. The first limitation is related to the crime data that we relied on. Due to the format of the crime data, it is difficult to recognize crime pairs with the same location. Thus, repeat and near-repeat victimizations are not distinguished in this study. The second limitation is that the model has only been tested using crime data from a city in China. A comparison experiment with other areas is needed for future studies. The third limitation is that the analysis assumes a continuous space over which offenders can operate. The analysis cannot be performed where houses are present. Thus, how the availability of housing within the model impacts burglaries will be discussed in future studies.
